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One only has to read some ofthe legal reports and the
small print ofinsurance policies to appreciate that. It
may not be a mere coincidence that the chairman of
the Tribunal is a lawyer. So, was the style the result
of a 'deliberate and artful vagueness' or 'artless
vagueness'? The factors which 'shape' the lawyer's
language are amusingly discussed by David Lavine
in a book entitled The State of the Language (eds
L. Michaels and C. Ricks, 1979, University of
California Press) and in our case we believe the
problem is 'linguistic rather than legal'.

Would it not be considerably easier for everyone
concerned if these reports are pitched at the lowest
common denominator? The Plain English Campaign
calls it 'reader friendly' style.

RAJ S. SHIWACH

SUE RUTHERFORD
St Augustine Hospital
Chartham Downs
near Canterbury, Kent

Overseas doctors
DEAR SIRS
In response to Professor Sims' letter in the Psychi
atric Bulletin, (November 1989, 13, 637-638) we
would like to make the following comments. We are
very pleased to note that since our article was sub
mitted the Overseas Desk has expanded their guide
lines for the Overseas Doctors Scheme.

Of course Achieving a Balance has not yet been
implemented but there are many "visiting registrars"
as described by Achieving a Balance already working
in psychiatry and other disciplines (BMJ, 26 August
1989, 299, 531). Undoubtedly there will be many
more.

The World Health Organization conference on
Postgraduate Psychiatric Training, as reported by
Holden, saw the training requirements of overseas
trainees as "Rather than 'hands on' clinical
experience the skills of administration, research,
innovation and teaching" (Psychiatric Bulletin,
October 1989, 13, 558-560). These skills are not
routinely acquired at Registrar and Senior House
Officer levels in the UK.

Given the complexity and heterogeneity of the
needs ofoverseas doctors we remain concerned as to
how the approval teams will assess and determine
how these needs are met.

Finally, overseas doctors who are indebted to UK
institutions which enable them to leave temporarily
difficult working conditions are unlikely to criticise
these institutions.

PARlMALA MooDLEY
RICARDO A1lAYA

The Maudsley Hospital
Denmark Hill
London SE5 8AZ

Correspondence

Community initiated research
DEAR SIRS
Drs Maharajh, Clarke & Hutchinson (Psychiatric
Bulletin, October 1989, 13,575) imply that another of
Dr Littlewood's papers (1985) falls foul of the same
criticisms that I made (Psychiatric Bulletin, March
1989, 13, 148) of his paper in the Psychiatric Bulletin
on the subjects of "community initiated research"
and cannabis psychosis (Psychiatric Bulletin, 12,
486-488). My impression from their letter is that the
earlier paper (on research conducted in Trinidad in
1979-1981) has not at all "aroused similar feelings"
among them as did the more recent paper arouse in
me. Nor may the same criticisms be made of the two
(very different) papers.

My "feelings" about Dr Littlewood's paper in
the Bulletin were that the initiator(s) of a research
project, if they have contributed significantly to the
genesis of the endeavour, should take at least some
(perhaps equal?) responsibility for the resulting pub
lication of findings and conclusions, along with the
person(s) who actually implemented the study. I felt
that this comment was highly pertinent since Dr
Littlewood's theme had been as much that of "com
munity initiation" of research as that of cannabis
psychosis itself.

In contrast, the feelings of Dr Maharajh and his
colleagues, in response to Dr Littlewood's earlier
paper, appear to include a sense of grievance that
their culture, society and history have been mis
represented and that incorrect deductions or con
clusions have been made on the basis of the data.
No such allegations were made by me concerning
the paper in the Psychiatric Bulletin, nor are their
comments pertinent to the content of that paper,
and they have not presented any evidence to sup
port their claims in respect of the Trinidad paper.
Furthermore, no claim was made (to my knowl
edge) that the Trinidad study was "community
initiated". Why then should any more "credit or
discredit" be given to the subjects of this research
than to the subjects of, say, any clinical drug
trial?

It seems to me quite inappropriate that Dr
Maharajh and his colleagues should use your
columns to make unsubstantiated claims that Dr
Littlewood's research in Trinidad was unethical or
"inaccurate". Indeed it is they who have "misinter
preted" my comments on Dr Littlewood's paper in
the Psychiatric Bulletin if they imagine that I was
making criticisms that were in any way similar to
theirs.

C.C.H.CooK
University College &:
Middlesex School ofMedicine
Riding House Str~et

London W1N8AA
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